glasses, please print out this form at 100% actual size and then place your eyewear
frame face down on the illustration.

COCOONS
FLIP-UPS
SIZING
GUIDE
The ideal flip-up
shape will closely
match the
shape of INSTRUCTIONS
your eyewear frame front. If

This simple to use sizing guide will help you select the Cocoons Flip-Ups size that most accurately fits your prescription

the flip-up does not adequately cover the front of your eyewear, we recommend
trying a larger size. If the flip-up shape is much larger than your eyewear frame
shape to determine which one will most accurately match your eyewear.
front, you may try one of our smaller sizes to achieve a more exact fit.

eyewear. To use the sizing guide, print out this form at 100% actual size and then place your prescription glasses face down on each

FLIP-UPS OVAL 56
130mm

SIZING GUIDE INSTRUCTIONS
To determine if this size of Cocoons Flip-Ups will correctly fit over your prescription
39mm
glasses, please print
out this form at 100% actual size and then place your eyewear
frame face down on the illustration. 33mm
The ideal flip-up shape will closely match the shape of your eyewear frame front. If
the flip-up does not adequately cover
the 56
front of your eyewear, we recommend
OVL
trying a larger size. If the flip-up shape is much larger than your eyewear frame
front, you may try one of our smaller sizes to achieve a more exact fit.

FLIP-UPS RECTANGLE 54
123mm

www.liveeyewear.com
36mm
33mm

© LIVE EYEWEAR 2017

REC 54

VERIFY THE DOCUMENT PRINTED CORRECTLY
When this document is printed at 100% size, this box should
be the same dimensions as a standard credit card.
If the box is smaller or larger than your credit card, you’ll
need to reprint the document and double check that your
printer settings are set to print the page at 100% size (no
scaling).
www.liveeyewear.com

www.cocoons.com

To determine if this size of Cocoons Flip-Ups will correctly fit over your prescription
glasses, please print out this form at 100% actual size and then place your eyewear
frame face down on the illustration.

COCOONS
FLIP-UPS SIZING GUIDE INSTRUCTIONS
The ideal flip-up shape will closely match the shape of your eyewear frame front. If

This simple to use sizing guide will help you select the Cocoons Flip-Ups size that most accurately fits your prescription

flip-up
not out
adequately
the front
ofthen
your
eyewear,
we recommend
eyewear. To the
use the
sizing does
guide, print
this form at cover
100% actual
size and
place
your prescription
glasses face down on each
tryingwhich
a larger
size.
the flip-up
is much
shape to determine
one will
mostIfaccurately
matchshape
your eyewear.

larger than your eyewear frame
front, you may try one of our smaller sizes to achieve a more exact fit.

FLIP-UPS SQUARE 58
135mm

SIZING GUIDE INSTRUCTIONS
To determine if this size of Cocoons Flip-Ups will correctly fit over your prescription
glasses, please print out this form at 100% actual size and then place your eyewear
26mm
frame face down 52mm
on the illustration.
The ideal flip-up shape will closely match the shape of your eyewear frame front. If
the flip-up does not adequately cover the front of your eyewear, we recommend
trying a larger size. If the flip-up shape is much larger than your eyewear frame
front, you may try one of our smaller sizes to achieve a more exact fit.
SQR 58

FLIP-UPS AVIATOR 58
135mm

26mm

53mm

www.liveeyewear.com
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AVI 58

VERIFY THE DOCUMENT PRINTED CORRECTLY
When this document is printed at 100% size, this box should
be the same dimensions as a standard credit card.
If the box is smaller or larger than your credit card, you’ll
need to reprint the document and double check that your
printer settings are set to print the page at 100% size (no
scaling).

www.liveeyewear.com

www.cocoons.com

